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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement about enabling segment routing for IGPs is
true?
A. Segment routing can be enabled only globally
B. Segment routing must first be enabled globally and then
under the routing process
C. Segment routing can be enabled only under the routing
process
D. Segment routing must first be enabled under then routing
process and then globally

Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios-xml/ios/seg_routing/c
onfiguration/xe-16-6/segrt-xe-16-6book/sr-ospfv2-node-sid.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following types of computing can deliver economic
value to a Green IT project? a) Grid.
b) Matrix.
c) Cloud.
d) Lattice.
A. a and c only.
B. c and d only.
C. b and c only.
D. a and b only.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which three statements are true about Flashback Database?
A. Flashback logs are written sequentially, and are archived.
B. Flashback Database uses a restored control file to recover a
database.
C. Flashback Database can recover a data file that was dropped
during the span of time of the flashback.
D. The Oracle database automatically creates, deletes, and
resides flashback logs in the Fast
Recovery Area.
E. Flashback Database can recover a database to the state that
it was in before a reset logs operation.
F. Flashback logs are used to restore to the blocks' before
images, and then the redo data may be used to roll forward to
the desired flashback time.
Answer: B,D,F
Explanation:
* Flashback Database uses its own logging mechanism, creating
flashback logs and storing them in the fast recovery area (C).
You can only use Flashback Database if flashback logs are
available. To take advantage of this feature, you must set up
your database in advance to create flashback logs.
* To enable Flashback Database, you configure a fast recovery
area and set a flashback retention target. This retention
target specifies how far back you can rewind a database with
Flashback Database.
From that time onwards, at regular intervals, the database
copies images of each altered block in every data file into the
flashback logs. These block images can later be reused to
reconstruct the data file contents for any moment at which logs

were captured. (F)
Incorrect: Not E: You cannot use Flashback Database alone to
retrieve a dropped data file. If you flash back a database to a
time when a dropped data file existed in the database, only the
data file entry is added to the control file. You can only
recover the dropped data file by using RMAN to fully restore
and recover the data file.
Reference: Oracle Database Backup and Recovery User's Guide 12c
R
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